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Welcome to Working with SWX - The Native Data Format for the Flash Platform

I’m Jon MacDonald and...

...I’ve been working with SWX since its first beta release.
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Who Am I?

• Director, JonnyMac Interactive

• Interactive Development Manager, XPLANE

• Open Source Contributor

• Project Manager and Lead of SWX
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But... Who Am I?

I’m the Director of JonnyMac Interactive.

We are a collective of interactive designers and developers out of Portland, Oregon in the 
United States

I am also the Interactive Development Manager for XPLANE...

...a company that visualizes complex information and processes for Fortune 500 companies.

I am an avid open source consumer...

...and contributor...

...to projects such as SWX, SWFAddress and more.

Lastly, I am the Project Manager and Lead of the SWX project.
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What is SWX?

• Data format for Flash

• Native

• Data is delivered in a SWF shell

• The SWX format is a subset of the SWF 
format (just like JSON is a subset of 
JavaScript)
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So... what is SWX?

SWX is a data format for Flash.

SWX is native.

It is the MOST native format for Flash -- because SWX stores its data inside a SWF “shell”.

You can think of the SWX format as a subset of the SWF format...

...just like JSON is a subset of JavaScript.
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Why SWX?

• Nothing to deserialize, parse, massage

• Simple mash-ups via free public gateway

• Support for several APIs

• Flickr, Twitter, Nabaztag, more

• Runs on any platform that supports Flash 6+
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Let’s talk about why SWX was started...

...and why you should use it.

In one word... Simplicity.

There is nothing to de-serial-ize, parse, or massage since it is NATIVE.

There is a public gateway for easy mash-ups...

...with free hosted support for several APIs...

...such as Flickr -- twitter -- Nab-az-tag -- and more.

Lastly, as SWX only requires Flash Player 6...
...it runs on pretty much every Flash-enabled device
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Supported platforms

• ActionScript 2, ActionScript 3 (w/connector)

• Web: Flash 6+, Flash Lite 2.0+

• Devices: Mobile, Wii, PS3, PSP, Chumby

• Desktop:  Wrap with Adobe Air
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Since SWX supports any platform running Flash Player 6 or greater...

or Flash Lite 2 or greater...

...you can use it on all of these pictured devices... without any modifications to SWX.

ActionScript 2 support has been available since day one of the project...

...ActionScript 3 support has been recently added through the use of a ‘connector’.

The ‘connector’ uses an AS2 SWF to connect to SWX...

...and then LocalConnection to send the received data to your AS3 SWF.
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Why a new format?

• Existing formats are non-native, complicated, 
require parsing and/or writing plumbing code

• Only RPC solution for Flash Lite

• SWX files have low processor overhead

• Key design focus: Simplicity

• Easy to setup, easy to use
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With all of the other formats available to Flash developers...

...FlashVars, XML, AMFPHP...

...Why use SWX?

No plumbing.
No parsing.
No firstChild, lastChild XML issues.

SWX is the only remoting solution for Flash Lite...

...None existed before SWX.

SWX files are native, so they have a very low processor overhead.

SWX enables you to develop better-performing applications for mobile devices.

This is mostly because XML parsing in Flash Lite is one of the most processor intensive tasks 
for mobile devices.

Lastly, SIMPLICITY....

...SWX is built to be as simple as possible to get started...

...yet as flexible as possible for developers.

To that note -- setup is easy.
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How Simple is SWX?
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So just how simple is SWX?

A year ago when Aral Balkan first created SWX, he handed out these Moo Mini cards.

The Moo cards shows how easy it is to use the public gateway...

...to connect to the Flickr API...

...and to get the 100 most recently uploaded photos into Flash.
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Demo:
Moo Card Example
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So let’s see if this is true...

...and build the Moo card example.

[VIDEO]



Easy To Setup

• Download SWX package

• Upload one folder onto server and done

✓ PHP (4.4+, 5.1+)

✓ Native PHP (no extensions), works on 
shared hosting

• SWX MAMP package
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Now that you’ve seen how easy it is to get started using the *basic* SWX implementation...

What if you want to use SWX for your own site...

...with your own custom APIs?

Well, SWX is easy to install on your server.

To get started, there is just one download.

You unzip it and then upload the whole folder to your server.

SWX will run on any server supporting PHP 4.4 or greater.

And since it is an *all* PHP solution...

...it works on shared hosting and has no additional requirements.

You can even download the SWX MAMP package for OS X based development.

SWX MAMP is great for local development and testing.
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Diving Deeper:
SWX AS

• Developer-oriented method

• Provides developers with:

• Fault and timeout handlers

• Queuing of data calls

• Cross-domain access
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If you are a developer, like me, you don’t want to work with loadMovie()...

...like we did in the Moo Card example.

And you probably want more control over SWX.

The SWX ActionScript library -- called SWX AS -- allows you to have much more control...

...by providing fault and timeout handlers

...queuing of data calls

...and cross-domain data access
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Demo:
Custom Service

Goal: A simple calculator that uses a
server-side method to add two numbers
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Let’s create our own custom service and use SWX AS to interface with it.

Our goal will be to create a simple calculator...

...that uses a server-side method call...

...to add two numbers and return the sum.

[VIDEO]
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Diving Deeper:
SWX Service Explorer
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The service explorer allows you to...

...view and test your service classes...

...without creating a Flash client.

It does this by providing you with the means to call specific methods of your services...

...and then consumes the returned SWF and shows you the data within.
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Diving Deeper:
SWX Data Analyzer
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The SWX Data Analyzer is a debugging tool.

It shows you all of the data that arrives within your SWF.

Useful for once you have created your Flash front-end and need to debug.
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Example: p.i.n.k. Spirits

http://www.pinkspirits.com
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Sure, SWX can be used to calculate the sum of two numbers.

But where it really shines is for integrating with custom content management systems.

We at JonnyMac Interactive created the PINK Spirits website which uses SWX to...

...connect to a custom CMS and pull all of the data into the Flash front-end.

Every image and all text content is being loaded in using SWX.

This site gets several thousand hits a day, and we’ve been very pleased with how well SWX 
has stood up to the test of traffic.

So much so, that when I recently wrote a chapter on SWX for Friends of Ed’s Essential Guide 
to Open Source Flash Development...

...I use the SWX gateway on pinkspirits.com...

...and the custom class we wrote for locating bars, clubs and liquor stores that sell PINK 
liquor...

...for the code examples. Readers actually connect directly to the live gateway and receive live 
results.
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Announcement!
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Now that you know all about SWX...

...I’d like to use this opportunity to make, what I think, is a pretty great announcement...
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SWX ActionScript 3
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SWX for ActionScript 3 is currently in development!
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SWX ActionScript 3

• Project is officially underway!

• 5 team members from all over the world

• SWX AS3 and SWX PHP almost complete

• Beta release: Mid-November

• http://code.google.com/p/swx-format/
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This is the number one requested feature and question on the mailing list:

“Is there AS3 support??”

Well, I am proud to announce that the project is officially underway.

We’ve got an amazing team of 5 developers from all over the world working on the project.

SWX AS for ActionScript 3 and SWX PHP for ActionScript 3 are actually almost complete.

We’re aiming to release a beta in mid-November.

We have also setup a new code repository on Google Code.

You can go there today and download the latest version of SWX for AS2...

...which includes the temporary AS3 connector solution mentioned earlier and several bug 
fixes that have been contributed over the past year.

So, we’re really excited about this upcoming release, and hope the community will be as well.
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SWX AS3 Team

• Ben Lagoutte
Fabrício Seger Kolling - Dulldusk
Omi Chowdhury
R. Jon MacDonald
Shaun Tinney

• Aral Balkan (Advisor)
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Here is the complete SWX team, as it stands today.

I am also really excited that Aral Balkan...

...the founder and original developer of SWX...

...is staying on as an advisor to the project.
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Resources

• http://code.google.com/p/swx-format/

• http://swxformat.org

• Essential Guide to Open Source Flash 
Development:
http://tinyurl.com/osflashbook

• SWX mailing list:
http://swxformat.org/46
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There are a lot of resources available for SWX:

Google Code will now contain the latest updates and a public SVN.

The project blog is still alive and will feature examples and announcements.

I mentioned the Essential Guide to Open Source Flash Development by Friends of Ed...

...There is a whole chapter on using SWX which is really helpful.

The SWX mailing list is pretty active, and most questions are answered with 24 hours.
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Thank You!
Questions?

twitter: @swx or @jonmacdonald
http://jonnymac.com/blog
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So with that, thanks for attending my session!

I believe we have 15 minutes for questions...

Are there any questions?
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